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GOALS & OBJECTIVES

VISION
To create a unique temple of learning and research, imparting the latest technologies and management practices to prepare professionals of proven excellence comparable to their counterparts in the world and contribute to the best standards of value based education.

MISSION
- To provide a pleasant, comfortable, congenial and ethical ambience to the students to acquire competency in the latest technologies and management practices
- To provide excellent teaching, learning and research facilities to develop the students' physical and mental faculties
- To ensure that young technocrats and managers get a firm footing in their chosen careers to actualize their richly diverse aspirations
- To enhance professional development of faculty to undertake best practices of teaching, research and consultancy

QUALITY POLICY
- To enhance and achieve excellence in academic programmes and teaching – learning processes
- To comply with the national and international requirements for producing best technocrats and managers
- To facilitate high quality knowledge transfer through continuous professional development and consultancy and maintain high order relationships with industries and the corporate sector
- To facilitate professional development among the faculty for high- quality teaching, research and consultancy

MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIRMAN

I warmly welcome the aspiring students to the fraternity of the HIMT Group of Institutions promoted by the Shanti Education Society where we provide an environment in which enthusiastic & committed people will have access to high quality learning & teaching supported by staff drawn from academic & professional background.

In our Information Brochure, you will find complete information about the HIMT Group of Institutions’ programmes, courses, requirements and policies. You will also find detailed information about the other services being extended to the students like Counselling, Scholarships, Library, etc.

In addition to academics, HIMT is providing opportunities for students to involve in social & cultural events, community activity & governance. These experiences will enable the students to develop their skills as a citizen, a leader & further, prepare them for future challenges.

At the end I can say with confidence that combined efforts of Management, faculty & students will make this Institute a place where students can build their future and share the excitement of personal & intellectual challenge.

Welcome to HIMT.
H.S. Bansal
DIRECTOR GENERAL’S NOTE

Today, organizations across the globe are hiring people with vision, passion, commitment, competence, zeal and with the resolve to make things happen around them by tenacious execution-performance abilities.

Mere degrees and qualifications on paper are no longer substitutes for real-time action and the ability to think pragmatically and pro-actively. It, therefore, can be inferred that conventional philosophies, styles and systems must dare to check this, be challenged, giving space to innovative ideas and thought processes.

HIMT Group strives to develop a combination of processes whereby ordinary students can emerge as extraordinary professionals. We plan to build your imagination, approach and attitude beyond the scope of the traditional, knowledge-oriented formal education system.

Your stay, here in the fold of serenity and peace, will provide you invaluable inputs for employability, empowerment and entrepreneurship, thus boosting your overall persona.

We promise to make your stay in the Institute a memorable sojourn in every possible manner.

With best wishes,

Anil Bansal

It gives me an immense pleasure to introduce HIMT Group of Institutions, Greater Noida to all the aspiring students. We are one of the top multi-disciplinary institutes in all facets, academic, placements, sports and research & developments. We have been providing quality education for the past two decades and over 27000 students have graduated/post-graduated from HIMT Group since its inception in 1998.

Success in today’s world depends upon the organization’s ability to carry out innovative and unimagined strategies, leveraging ideas and collaborative associations. Our mission can be summed up in three simple but visionary words ‘Exploring New Synergies’. We achieve this mission through a commitment to meet more effectively students’ needs, community expectations and faculty members’ aspirations. We are bringing together scholars from a variety of different disciplines and fields-including technologies, pharmacy, management – to ask important questions about what it means for students and society to be supporting, attending and participating in professional education and where that needs to go as we look forward.

At HIMT, we facilitate a culture of experiential learning and practical grooming for students with the aim of achieving perfection. Our dedication to learning and our personal commitment to students are what make our teaching stand out. The Institute wishes to inculcate values of education, excellence and concern for others, in the students by imbibing egalitarian values. We also take the time, both inside and outside the classroom, to personalize our students’ experience. The result would be a close-knit network of alumni that would play a fundamental role in our educational mission.

It is a place where the mind is led forward by ever widening thoughts and actions. Take advantage of a truly distinctive educational world of infinite opportunities and discover your path to a whole new experience. Also we welcome you to be a part of the wonderful academic milieu of HIMT campus & explore options that may be available to you in our various academic programs. Please do not hesitate to contact for additional information.

Extending my best wishes to all those candidates who are looking forward to join HIMT Group of Institutions, Greater Noida, I am confident that you will enjoy the vibrant student life during your studies.

Prof. (Dr.) T. Duhan

DR. DUHAN, AN ACCLAIMED SCHOLAR, HAS BEEN IN THE FIELD OF MANAGEMENT, TRAINING AND HIGHER EDUCATION FOR LAST 32 YEARS. HE IS A GOLD MEDALIST IN MARKETING MANAGEMENT FROM PUNJAB UNIVERSITY, CHANDIGARH, COUPLED WITH OTHER PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS LIKE PG IN ECONOMICS, CAIIB, PGDM, LL.B, AND PHD IN BANKING & FINANCE. PRIOR TO THIS, HE SERVED AS DIRECTOR OF FEW LEADING BUSINESS SCHOOLS/ INSTITUTES INCLUDING JK BUSINESS SCHOOL, GOPALGARH, AND CSIME, INDORE IN YESTER YEARS. HE HAS BEEN ASSOCIATED WITH SEVERAL PROFESSIONAL BODIES AND BESTOWED WITH NUMEROUS RECOGNITIONS AND AWARDS LIKE BEST CITIZEN AWARD, RASHTRIYA VIDHYA SARASWATI PURASKAR, RASHTRIYA GAURAV AWARD, KRISHNA BHARTI PURASKAR, GEM OF INDIA AND LIFE TIME ACHIEVEMENT AWARD FOR OUTSTANDING, MERITORIOUS AND REMARKABLE ATTAINMENTS
MESSAGE FROM THE DIRECTOR IT & PROCTOR

I would like to introduce HIMT Group of Institutions, Greater Noida which is a premier institution in NCR that offers Graduate and Post Graduate courses in Computer Applications, Business Administration, Pharmacy, Biotech, Law and Education. Our institutions are strongly committed and determined towards academic excellence and professional growth. We understand the fundamental changes that are shaping our future. We have designed our educational programmes keeping in mind University curriculum to ensure that our students proactively drive and direct these changes and shape the future. From our end, we aim to provide the finest environment possible for teaching, learning, research and innovation. Our taught programmes, backed by our highly qualified and experienced faculties, are characterized by choice, flexibility and career relevance. It gives the scope to provide students with opportunity to achieve their full potential. HIMT is fully committed to provide you with better and wide range of courses based on full understanding of all your needs and excellent value for your money.

As a student at HIMT, you will become a part of a lively, progressive, and friendly organization, with rapid developing reputation for high quality education. We assure you that this prospectus will assist you to find an institution whose prime intention is to work for the personal, professional, intellectual and cultural development of the student. Upon entering one of our graduate or post graduate programmes you will begin on a path of intense intellectual stimulation, learning new skills and dramatically expanding your knowledge of your chosen discipline. We strive to ensure that your time with us will be the most successful and the best to equip you for your intended career. Whatever you decide, we wish you all the best to reach and excel in your career goal.

I look forward to welcoming you as our professional students and take this opportunity to thank you for showing your interest in our academic and professional programmes.

Prof. (Dr.) Neeraj Sharma

Go through... challenging conventional wisdom
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HIMT GROUP OF INSTITUTIONS

HIMT Group of Institutions was established in the year 1998 by the same enlightened group of people from a cross section of society who had joined together and formed the Shanti Educational Society, registered under the Registration Act XXI of 1980.

The basic philosophy of HIMT is based on the fabric of Eastern thinking and Western concepts. To achieve this goal, the Group has targeted the imparting of a global perspective to the young students.

Since its inception, the Group has promoted Management, Information Technology, Law, Biotechnology and Pharmacy as major courses of study.

HIMT GROUP OF INSTITUTIONS INCLUDES

- HARLAL INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT & TECHNOLOGY
- HIMT COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
- HARLAL SCHOOL OF LAW
- HIMT COLLEGE OF PHARMACY
- HIMT COLLEGE OF APPLIED SCIENCES
- HAZARILAL MEMORIAL DEGREE COLLEGE, KHAILA, DIST. BAGHPAT, U.P.
- HAZARILAL MEMORIAL INTER COLLEGE, KHAILA, DIST. BAGHPAT, U.P.
Recognizing the importance of Management & Technology in a rapidly changing domestic and global environment, Harlal Institute of Management & Technology (HIMT) was established in 1998 by Shanti Educational Society, which itself was established to serve as a locus of contemporary Education, Training, Development, Research and Consultancy. HIMT started on humble grounds, recognizing the importance and requirement of a rapidly changing domestic and global environment to create a niche in the education sector by imparting technical and professional education through state-of-the-art technology and teaching methodology.

The Institute is approved by the All India Council for Technical Education (AICTE), Ministry of HRD (MHRD), Government of India, Bar Council of India (BCI), NCTE, SCERT and Pharmacy Council of India (PCI) and affiliated to Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam Technical University (AKTU), Lucknow and Chaudhary Charan Singh University, Meerut. The ISO 9001:2008 Certification obtained by the Institute speaks loudly about the quality standards maintained by the Institute.

HIMT is fully equipped to face the challenges as one of the fastest growing institutes popularly known as HIMT with a blend of excellent intellectual capital, human resources and dedicated personnel committed to education for transforming the most ordinary students into technocrats / managers. The state-of-the-art infrastructure definitely quenches the thirst of knowledge seekers by providing them a strong stimulus to expand their talent and capabilities to a higher level of intellect. HIMT has now become a group of institutions by imparting education in the field of Management, Pharmacy, IT, Law, Education and Biotechnology.

To sum up, HIMT with its Vision and Mission moulds the students not only to achieve their best but also to contribute to help this country become a superpower.
THE LOCATION

The strikingly modern HIMT campus specifically designed to create a stimulating atmosphere is located at 8, Institutional Area, Knowledge Park-1, Greater Noida, G.B. Nagar, U.P. Spread over several acres of its own land.

Greater Noida has come up as the most young, promising, green and clean city in the North Indian State of Uttar Pradesh and lies south-east of the National Capital Territory of Delhi. It is a fast growing NCR area adjacent to Noida, a well known industrial township in Asia with its highly organized infrastructural plan.

A number of tourism and entertainment projects are under process in Greater Noida. This includes the Greater Noida Night Safari, a Formula-One circuit for the Indian Grand Prix and an 18-hole golf course called Jaypee Greens, designed by Greg Norman. An international airport is coming up near Jewar Village at Greater Noida. Greater Noida is a host to domestic and multinational companies from across the globe like Honda, LG, Moserbaer, ST, Yamaha, Samsung India Electronics, Subros, Denso India, TCS, HCL, Birla Soft, BPL, ONIDA, Wipro, HT, New Holland etc., which helps build a strong Industry–Institute relationship.

The strategically located city has many advantages to offer. It is approachable by all modes of transport, just 20 minutes away from Delhi, 40 minutes away from New Delhi Railway Station and 50 minutes away from IGI Airport. It is also approachable from Dadri and Ghaziabad, the nearest railway station is 15 Kms away from the Institute. Regular public transport facility is available from Delhi, Noida, Bulandshahar, Ghaziabad and Faridabad. The Yamuna Expressway is soon to connect Greater Noida to Agra. Hence it is one of the most student-friendly cities in the NCR and is emerging as the power-house of education.

THE SURE THINGS THAT HAPPEN AT HIMT

GETTING ENVIRONMENT FOR SELF LEARNING AND GROWTH
TAPPING YOUR POTENTIAL
CHANGING THE WAY YOU WORK
DELIVERING A PERFORMANCE TO BE PROUD OF
ENHANCING KNOWLEDGE, SKILL AND BEHAVIOURAL TRAITS THROUGH PRACTICAL TRAINING & EMOTIONAL SUPPORT
UNDERSTANDING AND ANTICIPATING YOUR NEEDS
TRANSFORMING INTO UNCOMPROMISING LEADER
INVESTING YOUR TIME IN MAKING A COMPETITIVE DIFFERENCE
DISCOVERING WHAT IS GOING ON IN CONTEMPORARY BUSINESS WORLD
PROVIDING OPPORTUNITIES TO IMPROVE YOUR IMAGE, CARRIER PROSPECTUS, LEARNING POTENTIAL, SELF CONFIDENCE & RESPECT
MAXIMIZING THE RETURN ON TALENT
THE INSTITUTE PROVIDES AN EXCELLENT CORE FACULTY KEEPING IN VIEW THE LATEST TRENDS. MOST OF THEM ARE NET QUALIFIED WITH A DOCTORATE DEGREE WITH SEVERAL YEARS OF EXPERIENCE IN RESEARCH AND INDUSTRY AS WELL. A FEW OF OUR FACULTY MEMBERS HAVE GOT RECOGNITION AT NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL LEVELS. ALSO THE INSTITUTE ARRANGES VISITING FACULTY TO SUPPLEMENT AND SYNERGIZE ACADEMIC EDUCATION WITH PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS. THE INSTITUTE INVITES PROMINENT KEY PERSONALITIES FROM DIFFERENT INDUSTRIES AND OTHER SPECIALIZED AREAS TO INTERACT WITH THE STUDENTS TO HELP THEM DEVELOP INTO ALL ROUND PROFESSIONALS.
INFRASTRUCTURE

HIMT in a span of 21 years has emerged as one of the leading group of educational institutions in greater Noida. This has been achieved by providing quality education and the effective learning environment, which is stimulated by good infrastructure facilities.

CLASSROOMS
The classrooms are spacious and specifically designed to facilitate participative learning. These rooms are equipped with all the necessary presentation facilities like overhead projectors, LCD projectors etc.

LANGUAGE LAB
The Institute has set up a Language Lab for HIMTian, which helps them identify their lacunae areas and take relevant steps to deal with them. It also offers the flexibility and scope for self-learning and assessment, with the scope for teacher intervention, when needed.

AUDITORIUM
HIMT has a spacious auditorium with a seating capacity of 450. The auditorium is carefully designed and used for lectures, seminars, workshops, conferences and for conducting quizzes, cultural activities and various other competitions.

COMPUTER CENTRE
Theoretical knowledge is inadequate without being complemented by practical knowledge. It goes without saying that to facilitate this, to impart practical knowledge; HIMT’s computer centre has five state-of-the-art computer labs equipped with the necessary equipment to impart cutting edge technology to its students augmented by the latest and powerful IBM X 7500 Servers, along with modern infrastructure like LCD monitors, laser printers, the latest operating systems and advance servers. The labs are having licensed copies of software like Oracle 9i, Oracle 10g, MS Visual studio, .NET, Java etc. Apart from licensed software HIMT has all open-source software available. HIMT’s computer centre has a Language Lab to improve the communication skills of students. The student to computer ratio for the lab is 1:1.
The Pharmacy Department has well-equipped laboratories and Research laboratories in all disciplines like Pharmaceutics, Pharmacchemistry, Pharmacognosy and Pharmacology along with Central Instrumental Facility (CIF). It includes ultra modern highly sophisticated instruments like UV Double Beam Spectrophotometer, IR Spectrophotometer, Multiparameter Tablet Tester (All Purpose Equipment), Flame Photometer and High Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC). All labs have well-qualified and trained staff. Students perform practicals under the supervision of an experienced faculty.

THE RESOURCE CENTRE - THE BASE OF KNOWLEDGE

HIMT has a well-stocked, modern air-conditioned library that makes available to the students and faculty the latest information in all its forms: books, encyclopaedia, journals, periodicals, magazines, CD’s, videos and photocopy facility for their intellectual nourishment. The library comprises of various sections handled by a qualified staff. It is well-stocked with over 34,322 books and 108 journals (national and international) at present. HIMT has an online digital library that accommodates 10,000 + online journals. A separate reading room facilitates an academic environment where students can meet for group discussions as well as group studies. The library is kept open for fourteen hours on working days and eight hours on Sundays and holidays.

B.PHARMACY LAB

Department of Biotechnology has set up well equipped labs to provide up-to-date knowledge of subjects and enhance the practical skills of the students. The major laboratory facilities available in the department are an Electrophoresis unit separate for nucleic acid and protein, E.I.F., HPLC, stage and eye piece microscope, B.O.D. incubator, laminar air flow, incubator shakers, oven, spectrophotometer, centrifuge, water bath, distillation unit, hemocytometer, ELISA kit, total tissue culture facilities and chromatography techniques.

Department of Biotechnology has the following labs to cater to the needs of students as per their curriculum: Biotech Lab, Microbiology Lab, Chemistry Lab, Bioscience Lab, Computer Lab, and Bioinformatics Lab.

BITECHNOLOGY LAB

THE INSTITUTE HAS AN ACADEMIC TIE-UP WITH MICROSOFT TO FACILITATE ALL STUDENTS AND STAFF MEMBERS TO ACCESS MICROSOFT SOFTWARE. THE WHOLE CAMPUS IS WI-FI ACCESSIBLE. THE LABS ARE ACCESSIBLE ROUND THE CLOCK. APART FROM RESEARCH & PROJECT LABS, STUDENTS CAN HAVE EXPOSURE TO THE LATEST TECHNOLOGIES AND LIVE APPLICATIONS WITH IMPLICATIONS OF .NET TECHNOLOGY, JAVA, DBMS, ORACLE ETC.
SCIENCE LAB
Well-equipped Science Lab having all facilities for experiments conducted in Physical, Chemistry and Biological Sciences at the B.Ed. level.

PSYCHOLOGY LABORATORY
The Department has a Psychology Laboratory equipped with psychological tests and equipments. The Psychology Lab is meant for training the students about the Psychology of Learning and Behaviour. This lab provides various Psychology tests for students including the Intelligence test, Aptitude test, Creativity test, Personality Scales, Attitude test and Interest Inventories.

HALL OF RESIDENCY
The institute provides excellent facilities to the students in hostels to ensure that their minds are always at peace and are free to concentrate on the learning process. The institute has separate boys’ and girls’ hostels inside the campus sufficiently large enough to accommodate 500 students. The hostel rooms are spacious, well ventilated and are fully furnished with attached toilets, beds, study tables, chairs, almirahs etc. It provides adequate security, telephone connection, round the clock internet connection, recreational facilities etc. The hostels have a badminton court, volleyball court and other indoor games. An ultra modern cafeteria caters to the needs of students - tea, coffee, cold drinks, snacks and meals. The mess facility is an integral part of the hostels.

Hostels are equipped with two dining halls with sufficient capacity to provide an unmatchable environment for eating and interaction. The hostel mess provides a variety of nourishing, hygienic and tasty food on a no profit basis to the students and staff. The Director General himself monitors the quality of the food regularly. The menu for the semester is decided with the consent of the students/wardens. Hostels also have study rooms and visiting rooms. Students are not allowed to leave the hostel without the permission of the authorized person i.e. the Warden.

ART & CRAFT ROOM
As a part of the B.Ed. course curriculum, this art and craft activity enhances the students’ ability to create something new and good. We conduct activities like workshops and exhibitions in our college campus.
**ADDITIONAL FACILITIES**

**TRANSPORT FACILITY**
The institute offers a bus facility to the students and faculty members for commuting to the Institute from various parts of Noida and Greater Noida. At present there are 3 buses plying on different routes to help students and staff members to reach the college.

**CAFETERIA**
Cafeteria in the HIMT campus makes available to students healthy and nutritious snacks all the time and lunch during lunch hours at very economical rates.

**MEDICAL FACILITY**
HIMT has a tie-up with reputed hospitals viz Sharda Super Speciality Hospital and Kailash Hospital, which are in close proximity to the college. A qualified doctor is available to provide regular and intensive medical care to the students, faculty and staff members. An emergency ambulance is also available round the clock.

**SPORTS**
The institute provides special attention to the Total Personality Development of students. Necessary provisions for extra-curricular activities including games and sports are made inside the campus. Table Tennis, Basketball, Badminton, Lawn Tennis, Volleyball Courts, etc. are also available within the campus.

**LAUNDRY FACILITY**
HIMT provides full laundry services for hostellers. Unique among its peers, HIMT provides this service at no additional charge to students. It includes: clothes washed, dried, ironed/pressed and wrapped to be picked up at the students’ convenience.

**PARKING FACILITY**
HIMT has a proper arrangement for parking of vehicles for the convenience of the students. For faculty members, separate parking provision has been made.

**GRANDEUR IN UNIFORMITY OF PUPILS**
Uniformity of students in institutions develops a feeling of equality and belonging, adherence to a standard and sublimation of self-expression. The code of dressing leads to all round development of the individuals and also creates a sense of neatness and discipline.

**SECURITY SERVICES**
The institute has employed the services of a private security agency to provide 24-hours security to the day scholars and Hostellers in the campus. Students are not permitted to leave the campus/hostel before the closing of the day without the written permission of the Director General/Hostel Warden.

**RAILWAY CONCESSION**
The institute has the facility of providing railway concession to the students during the summer vacation, winter vacation and other holidays declared by the institute. The concession is also made available to the students for attending conferences, competitions and seminars held at the national level.

**GYM**
A healthy mind rests in a healthy body. Towards this the campus is fully equipped for gymnastics and other physical exercises.
HARLAL SCHOOL OF LAW

MESSAGE FROM THE DIRECTOR

Cosmic laws sustain the universe. The world we live in will not remain worth living in if due regard is not shown to these immutable laws. Man made laws must be with the sole objective of serving the people and be a powerful weapon to solve these problems. Ethical values must find their due place in legislation. Politically motivated legislators who serve the interests of a particular party or faction defeat the very objective of legislation. The budding students of law, who are future lawyers, judges, corporate legal advisors etc. and above all responsible citizens of our country, have to be properly trained by institutions imparting legal education in these concepts. Here at Harlal School of Law, we have been making humble attempts in this direction and solicit the moral support of guardians and intelligentsia from all sections of the society in our journey for achieving the noble goal.

With best wishes,
Dr. Tribhuvan Kumar Agarwal

SCHOOL PROFILE

Harlal School of Law came into existence in the year 2004. The school has been striving hard to fulfill the hopes and aspirations of its Founder by providing quality education. The school lays emphasis on explaining the principles and philosophy underlying a legal provision. The task of this Institution has been to encourage the budding students of law to know and appreciate our rich cultural heritage in this area of discipline. The school has been utilizing all its resources to equip students with knowledge through the latest teaching tools and by providing suitable platforms for interaction with eminent legal luminaries.

PROGRAMMES AND SERVICES

The Harlal School of Law offers legal, full time graduate programmes that help students to develop as legal personalities. These courses are as follows:
- LL.B [3 years course]
- B.A., LL.B. [5 years integrated course]

Both courses are affiliated to CCS University, Meerut and approved by the Bar Council of India, New Delhi.
TARGET VERTICAL
The selection is on the basis of minimum percentage marks in graduation and Intermediate. For LL.B (3 years course) the eligibility is graduate/ post graduate with minimum 45% marks (40% marks in case of SC/ST candidates) and for B.A. LL.B. (5 years integrated course) is 10+2 with minimum 45% marks (40% in case of SC/ST candidates) and maximum age limit for B.A. LL.B. (5 years integrated course) is 25 years but there is no maximum age limit for LL.B (3 years).

CAREER PROSPECTS
The legal profession has undergone a sea change over the last decade. The changing face of corporate law is increasingly catering to specific requirements of each organization—large or small. The demand for lawyers with experience in securities and transactions is growing in proportion to changes in the global marketplace. India being a common law country, has the advantage of having a legal system which is similar to many other jurisdictions / countries of the world, so firms from other countries also pick talents. Litigation Lawyers, In-house Legal Lawyers, Law Officers, Assistant Advisors, Legal Advisors, Magistrates, District Magistrates, Munsifs (sub magistrates), Public Prosecutors, Solicitors, Attorney Generals, Advocate Generals, Notary and Oath Commissioners along with Legal Secretaries in Assemblies, Law Inspectors, Legal Officers in Banks, Judicial Members of Income Tax, Sales Tax, Excise Departments, Government Advocates, Staff in Registrars of Companies’ Offices are some openings for law graduates. Law graduates can work in the Legal Branches of Defence Departments such as the Indian Army, Navy and Air Force. A law graduate has scope in banking, investment and insurance sectors. Advisory services to charity and development work also appeal to law graduates.
MESSAGE FROM THE DIRECTOR

Pharmacy is a noble profession and the pharmacist plays a vital role in the healthcare system. There is no doubt that by joining HIMT College of Pharmacy, one makes an excellent career choice, as Pharmacy has now become an extremely attractive career path for young and ambitious people who look forward to a rewarding, professional and secure financial future. We, at HIMT College of Pharmacy impart quality education and research in the field of pharmaceutical sciences. We focus on learning through teaching methods such as lectures, study projects, tutorials, seminars, assignments, interactive sessions etc. Our main aim is to provide an open opportunity for the younger generation to build up their careers as world-class professionals and versatile personalities to meet the challenges of global competition. I strongly believe that additional skills and training are required by the graduates apart from the syllabus to make them readily employable to the pharma industries of our country and abroad. Therefore we have planned to impart additional knowledge and personality development programme via a series of lectures, seminars, industrial training, industrial visits, workshops etc. HIMT College of Pharmacy aspires to be one of the top developing colleges of Pharmacy in Greater Noida. It also aspires to be recognized by prospective students, doing the best in all the disciplines of the pharmacy profession. I am confident we shall achieve this distinction with your unflinching help, support and dedication. I take this opportunity to wish all the aspiring students great success.

With best wishes
Dr. D.C.P. Singh

COLLEGE PROFILE

HIMT College of Pharmacy was established in the year 2005. The college is running B.Pharma and M. Pharma courses with the approval of AICTE and affiliation with AKTU, Lucknow. The college is now duly approved by the Pharmacy Council of India (PCI). The sanctioned strength of this course in B.Pharma is 100 and is 15 in M.Pharma. The college also ensures 100% placement of the eligible students in top pharma companies. Well-equipped laboratories of Pharmaceutics, Pharmacology, Pharmaceutical Chemistry, Pharmacognosy, Machine Room, Anatomy and Physiology and Central Instrumentation Facility (CIF) and an animal house have been established for enabling the students to gain experimental knowledge. The college has been utilizing all its resources to equip students with knowledge through the latest teaching tools such as lectures, study projects, tutorials, seminars etc. and by providing students suitable platforms for interaction with eminent industrial professionals.

PROGRAMMES & SERVICES

HIMT is building an excellent career choice by providing quality education and research in the field of Pharmaceutical Sciences. At present, the College of Pharmacy offers the following courses:

- B. Pharma
- B. Pharma Lateral Entry
- M.Pharma (Pharmaceutics & Pharmacology)
CAREER OPTIONS
Pharmacy offers well-rounded careers. Being a vital part of the healthcare team, it has an excellent earning potential. The Pharma graduates have outstanding career opportunities. Due to shortage at the national and international levels, there is a high demand of pharmacists everywhere. The qualified graduates are offered high salaries with great benefits and flexible work schedules. Some of the unlimited career options for a pharmacist are in community pharmacy, hospital pharmacy, academics, regulatory affairs, clinical research, national laboratories, industries and of course self employment which is the most lucrative part i.e. entrepreneurs. Graduates also have opportunities to go abroad after qualifying some exams like GRE, TOEFL, GMAT etc.

TARGET VERTICALS
- Students of science with PCB or PCM in 10+2 or equivalent for admission in Diploma/B. Pharmacy 1st year.
- Diploma in Pharmacy with at least 60% marks for lateral entry in B. Pharmacy 2nd year.
- B. Pharmacy with at least 65% marks for General/ OBC and 60% for SC/ST for M. Pharmacy course, GPAT Qualified Candidates will be preferred.
Welcome to the Department of Computer Science & Applications. Since its inception, the department has made rapid strides in the field of computer education. Computer Science is a fascinating discipline which now impacts nearly every sphere of human endeavour and modern life. We interact with computers through mobile phones, cameras, cars, planes as well as devices used in banking, medicine, security, entertainment and many other aspects of life. India has seen a lot of advancements in the field of Information Technology. Of late, Cloud Computing & Artificial Intelligence have been acknowledged to play a vital role in the nation’s economy. To provide leadership in the field of computer science through MCA degree and other programmes resulting in quality software engineers, educators, administrators, and researchers by adopting a carefully balanced curriculum embedded with innovative practices. The programme enables the student to be updated on the latest revolution in technology and equips him/her with the required skills and knowledge to assimilate into the industry at ease. The content delivered is uniquely complemented by extensive practical training.

The Department of Computer Applications Department of HIMT is playing a proactive role in disseminating the knowledge among information technology aspirants. The Department offers a wider platform with the best infrastructure & a wide array of books catering to the needs of the students apart from the most memorable, interesting and enjoyable aspects of students’ activities in the department.

Our Department has a team of qualified and experienced faculty and staff members and we are striving hard continuously to improve upon the quality of education and to maintain its position of leadership in engineering and technology.

Our Department has produced hundreds of professionals and has established a name for itself in the country and abroad. I attribute this success to the winning combination of a dedicated faculty that works hard at imparting quality education, a well-planned syllabus and last but not the least, our students.

Prof. Narendra Kr. Upadhyay

The Department was established in the year 2000 to provide PG courses and create a Research & Consultancy culture. The Department delivers a broad array of technical and professional services to students to provide every one an education that unlocks their true inner potential with a range of activities/modules that solve challenges – while enhancing the students’ ability to advance their 21st century skills.

The Department also establishes productive linkages with industries. ‘Learning by doing’ is the best way of developing individual skills.

PROGRAMMES & SERVICES

DCS has practiced a contemporary and innovative concept of ‘Institute Industry Interface’ that brings the latest technologies for the students and updates them about emerging trends in the field of Computer Science. DCS classroom suites of courses/services include:

- Master of Computer Application (MCA)
- Bachelor of Computer Application (BCA)
- Software Training and Development
- Research and Consultancy

CAREER PROSPECTS

The demand for professionals in Information Technology has gradually gone up with the growth as well as development of Information Technology. In today’s world, the requirement for computers has gone up so much that an individual with a degree in Computer Applications has an opportunity to get a good job in corporate or other IT fields. Those who have a liking for teaching can opt for a profession in that field.

After successful completion of BCA and MCA, the candidates will be able to get jobs in different industries like software engineering and development, hardware and networking, research & development, services and application support etc.

The top level IT companies and consultancy firms like TCS, Wipro, IBM, Oracle etc. offer great job opportunities to candidates with BCA and MCA degrees. In this era of computers the candidates find various opportunities in large corporations having an in-house systems department.

BCA and MCA students can even specialize in various fields in the final semester or the last year of their course. The following courses can be summed up below:

- Systems Management
- Systems Engineering
- Internet
- Software Development
- Hardware Technology
- Systems Development
- Application Software
- Management Information Systems (MIS)
- Troubleshooting
- Networking
ACHIEVEMENTS
The Department serves as a one point stop for all technical programmes related to undergraduate as well as postgraduate students. The MCA Department establishes productive linkages with industries. To get awareness about industrial environment, the Department provides industrial training to students during summer vacations. Students are getting jobs in MNCs like ISTS, WEB MATRIX, ZENSAR, KEANE, WIPRO, TCS etc. Currently many students are working on research topics. We are achieving 100% university results with University top rankers. The IT Department is also conducting FDP (Faculty Development Programme) to encourage the faculty to enhance their knowledge and provide them with the opportunity to be trained in upcoming areas. The Department also has an experienced faculty and staff. MCA Programme got affiliation with Mahamaya Technical University, Noida and is approved by AICTE. The Department has professional membership of the Computer Society of India (CSI).

TARGET VERTICALS
The Department focuses majorly on FDP workshops conducted by many organizations (ZENSOFT Services Pune, IIHT Noida, SPSS Bangalore etc.). We also look forward to a corporate world for research and consultancy services. The Department is trying to establish an in-house software development centre for designing and developing websites and utilities software. By using this software, we can improve the overall working of our organization. The minimum eligibility and other requirements for admission in various courses are:

- For admission in MCA, Graduation in any discipline with minimum 50% marks for Gen/OBC and 45% marks for SC/ST. In addition Maths is compulsory at 10+2 or Graduation level.
- Selection based on UPSEE score / merit based on Graduation percentage.
- For admission in BCA Intermediate (10+2) from a recognized Central /State based Board with 45% marks.

While the Indian industry confronts the challenges and opportunities of globalization and liberalization, the nation has faced with the imperative of rapid and sustained economic growth. These features of the economic and social context resonate strongly with the mission of Harlal Institute of Management & Technology, which is to create a cadre of professionals who are able to manage business activities in a dynamically changing environment where technology is a key determinant of success.

Ever since its inception, the motto of HIMT Institute has been to impart quality education in the field of technical and professional education. We look at the all round development of students that focuses on their intellectual, mental, social and physical development. We believe that the students’ fraternity along with the dedicated faculty forms the nucleus of the HIMT spirit. We have a young and dynamic faculty, whose expertise spans the range of disciplines in management. With a world-class infrastructure supported by state-of-the-art technology, HIMT continues to look far beyond the routine, in its endeavour to produce competent and committed leaders for different business organizations. We at HIMT follow a student-centric approach and work with a long term vision. We know that business cycles are inevitable in any liberal and open economy. Thus we train our students not only to survive but excel both in good as well as bad times, booms and depressions, highs and lows!

If you have this kind of zeal and can take a proactive stance then I invite you to the HIMT fraternity! I am sure that the memories you all take home from this campus will be the most cheerful and enriching ones for your professional career in the years to come.

Looking forward to welcoming you at the Institute.

With best wishes,
Prof. Mukesh Sehrawat
DEPARTMENT PROFILE

The Department of Management Studies came into existence in the year 1998. Right from the beginning, the DMS strictly adheres to the singular philosophy of providing high quality education in management at an affordable cost to all those who are aspiring to achieve their life goals. DMS offers novel academic and career resources to its students with the commitment to deliver improved learning and provide opportunities for personal development so that one can succeed in a globally competitive business environment. Management education here is focused on creating action leaders in society who will successfully tackle every challenge upholding the highest standards of integrity and ethical conduct. The curriculum provides a great variety of opportunities for the 21st century’s management students in terms of exposure, applied research projects, internships, professional development activities etc. All activities and events of the DMS are student driven; be it disciplines, academics, cultural, sports, industry interaction, training and placements. We use a globally accepted student-centric pedagogy that caters to multiple intelligences and different learning styles powered by knowledgeable and dedicated faculty members having rich academic and industrial experience. In addition to preparing students for corporate careers, we also make an effort to provide exposure and skills to motivate the students to take up challenging entrepreneurial ventures that will ensure a promising future to the individuals as well as to the society.

PROGRAMMES & SERVICES

DMS offers innovative, full time postgraduate and under-graduate programmes that aim not only at providing knowledge and skills of management, but also help students develop a well-rounded personality, so necessary in life, which are as follows:

- Post Graduate Diploma in Management (PGDM) - 2 years full time programme, approved by AICTE, Ministry of HRD, Govt. of India.
- Master of Business Administration (MBA) - 2 years full time programme, approved by AICTE and affiliated to Dr. Abdul Kalam Technical University (AKTU), Lucknow
- Bachelor of Business Administration (BBA) - 3 years full time programme, affiliated to Chaudhary Charan Singh University, Meerut.
- Learning by doing' is the best way of developing individual skills. This transformation initiative of the school aims to join all the disparate dots present in the landscape of management education and offer services like mentoring, career counselling, training, consulting and research. DMS has practiced a contemporary and innovative concept of ‘Institute-Industry Interface’ that brings the corporate and fresh employable talents under a single umbrella. Apart from that, a dedicated team at Centre of Excellence provides and conducts structured training courses for students, young faculty and executives from the industry and corporate world through MDP, EDP and FDP.

CAREER PROSPECTS

In the recent years, management education has assumed a very important position in the realms of higher education in India. Management as a field of study has been introduced in the academic curriculum to develop students so that they can learn, master and practice the same in different kinds of organizations including private sectors, public sectors, government establishments, new ventures, entrepreneur activities and small businesses. It has carved a niche for itself amongst other professional courses like engineering, medical etc.

Leadership, organizational behaviour and other people related studies are emerging as the key areas of management. Today’s corporates need leaders who have a combination of technical, accounting and people management skills. Service sector management which is considered to be the next frontier of growth not only carries the potential of a million jobs but also immense opportunities for entrepreneurs and wealth creators. Hot sectors in management include areas like banking, financial services and insurance; retailing and merchandising, including mall management; management of IT/ITES (KPO) organizations; healthcare and hospital management; hospitality and tourism management; real estate, infrastructure and construction management; management of education and training institutions; management of rural development institutions and management of NGOs.

TARGET VERTICALS

- For admission in MBA Graduation / Post graduation with minimum 50% marks for GEN/ OBC and 45% marks for SC/ST.
- Selection based on UPSEE score/MAT score/merit based on graduation percentage.
- Selection based on weighted average of graduation percentage / CAT/MAT score and ranking in GD and PI.
- For admission in BBA Intermediate (10+2) from a recognized Central/State board with 45% marks.

ACHIEVEMENTS

- Achiever of Education Excellence Awards-2014 for Best Management Institute in North for “Placement effort” by ASSOCHAM (INDIA).
- Majority of our students of ‘Super Sixty PGDM Batch 2015’ have been engaged productively by Leading Companies in live projects with handsome honorarium under an institute’s initiative ‘Earn While You Learn’, an emerging landscape of professional education.
- HIMT ranked among top ten ‘The highest potential and emerging, management school in India’ to study management education programmes’ in B-Schools survey 2016, by Business Barons.
MESSAGE FROM THE HEAD OF THE DEPARTMENT

The Department of Biotechnology was established in 2005 with a mission to provide quality education and hands-on research experience to its students. To train and guarantee, to enhance their conceptual and technical knowledge that takes them beyond the edge, to build confidence in them and prepare them for corporate competition. At the Department of Biotechnology, we are involved in academic excellence by training and challenging young minds through quality education, innovation and advancement of technology through research to benefit mankind. The Department has set up well-equipped labs to provide up-to-date knowledge of subjects and enhance the practical skills of the students.

The Masters of Science in Biotechnology is an intensive programme designed to give students an understanding of the principles underlying biotechnologies as well as hands-on experience in advanced techniques. M.Sc. Biotechnology programme at HIMT is a good choice for new graduates who would like to gain more knowledge and hands-on experience before entering the career field. To reduce the mismatch between the requirements of industry and students, the Department of Biotechnology is facilitating industrial training for six months to postgraduate students in leading Biotech industries.

ACHIEVEMENTS

Placement of students passing out is an important indicator of the success of a teaching programme. A large number of students completing these programmes qualify in CSIR-UGC National Entrance Test (NET) for Junior Research Fellowships (JRF) and DBT Biotechnology Eligibility Test (BET) for JRF. Analysis of placement of almost all the students passed out from Biotech is 100% in which some students opt for Ph.D. Many students have secured employment in core biotechnology firms including firms like Panacea Biotech, Cadila Biotech and Premas Biotech.

PROGRAMMES & SERVICES

Biotechnology today has become the comprehensive scientific venture both commercially and academically, in a very short time. Details of ongoing teaching programmes

- Bachelors in Biotechnology
- Bachelors in Microbiology
- Masters in Biotechnology
- Biotech Industrial Training Programme

The future of graduates in Biotechnology is very bright. Looking at the present scenario, as per estimate, 10% researchers and 15% scientists in Biotech, R&D in the US are of Indian origin.

TARGET VERTICALS

The Department offers UG and PG degree in Biotechnology to support multi-disciplinary curriculum designed to provide a foundation from which students can understand and exploit the potential in Biotechnology. In addition, we are running B.Sc. and M.Sc. courses in Microbiology. To enroll in the above courses, the minimum eligibility criteria are:

- For M.Sc. Biotechnology and M.Sc. Microbiology, a graduate degree in Science with minimum 50% marks for general and OBC candidates and 45% for SC/ST category candidates.
- For B.Sc. Biotechnology and B.Sc. Microbiology, Intermediate [10+2], PCM/PCB from recognized Central and State Education Boards with minimum 45% marks for general category and 40% for SC/ST category of candidates.
- Selection based on weighted average of graduation percentage.
MESSAGE FROM
THE HEAD
OF THE DEPARTMENT

It has been my privilege to have worked as Head of the Department of Education under HIMT, Greater Noida. I feel very much obliged as a member of this reputed institute. It contributes a lot to the development of educational values and imparts a lot of devoted services in a loyal manner for the bright future of the young students generously. Specially the Director General, deserves a praiseworthy note for the contribution and dedication in different areas of education with a sense of devotion of selfless service.

I wish a bright and creative future for the Institute, express my gratitude for the regards and respect which I always get while working with the staff.

With best wishes
Dr. Payal Chattarjee

DEPARTMENT PROFILE

The Department was established in 2003 with a vision of an innovative and flexible education system that focuses on results, inspires all students and prepares them to be successful in meeting today’s challenges and tomorrow’s opportunities. The Department of Education is accountable for the success of its students. As leaders in education, we provide the expertise and technical assistance to promote educational excellence and highly effective instruction.

The Department of Education is committed to provide, as its primary responsibility, exceptional education experiences that stimulate both intellectual and personal growth for diverse and predominantly undergraduate students. The high quality of education is fostered by a faculty of dedicated teacher-scholars, dynamic student-faculty collaboration, curricula in professional studies and an institutional size, small enough to provide a highly personal education, but large enough to afford extensive academic, cultural and extracurricular opportunities. Harlal Institute of Education aims at excellence in teacher education. The College of Education provides a stimulating intellectual environment for B.Ed. students.

The Institute offers exceptional opportunities and facilities for teacher development. A highly qualified and experienced faculty, including visiting professors and academicians from NCERT, SCERT, NCTE, Delhi University etc, conduct guest lectures in their respective areas of specialization. The Department of Education at HIMT conducts seminars, guest lectures, educational tours, excursions, debates, quizzes and basic computer education.

CAREER PROSPECTS

- To become a successful teacher at different levels such as Primary School Teacher, Senior School Teacher and Higher Level Teacher.
- In research and development fields.
- Authorship of different books.
- Career Counsellor.

ACHIEVEMENTS

- Cent per cent results of the students.
- Successfully conducted three days camp for Scouts and Guides.
- Participation of students in extra-curricular activities, such as participation in Annual Day function, rangoli competition etc.
- Personality development programmes for the students.
- Students’ morale motivational programmes are being run by the Department throughout the year as motivation must be rewarded, increased and sustained at all levels.
- Creative and healthy environment.
- Regular assessment of students’ progress.
- Community services by the students.
- Students as well as faculty of the Department donated blood in the Blood Donation Camp organized by the Institute.
- The dissertation programme for postgraduate courses is being conducted under the guidance and supervision of faculty members of the department.
- We organize educational trips for the students to create awareness among them regarding history, geography, culture, architecture, historical monuments, language etc.
- We organize guest lectures by eminent visiting faculty/educationists.
- Faculty of the Department have presented papers in different national and international seminars and had also participated in different FDPs.

PROGRAMMES & SERVICES

The College of Education offers courses like:
- M. Ed. (Master of Education)
- B. Ed. (Bachelor of Education)
- D.Ed. Ed. (BTC)
- The College of Education has got different types of resource centers. They are as follows:
- Science and Mathematics Education Resource Center
- Art and Craft Resource Center
- Psychology Resource Center
- Information and Communication Technology Resource Center
- Health & Physical Education Resource Center
- Library and Library Services

TARGETS VERTICAL

- 10+2 or equivalent for Admission in BTC 1st year. Admission through DIET / U.P. Govt.
- Graduation with 50% marks (45% marks in case of SC/ST Candidates) for B.Ed course.
- For M.Ed., B.Ed. with at least 55% marks (45% marks in case of SC/ST Candidates) selection through CCS University entrance test.
Teaching Learning Pedagogy at HIMT is through lectures and a wide range of other teaching methods including seminars, case studies, computer oriented learning, workshops, group discussions, Industrial visits, presentations and educational tours as well as formal written internal examinations during the semesters. Students are also required to give presentations and submit assignments during the semester. Classes are conducted in an interactive manner; students are assessed for assignments, tests and projects in examinations. Every effort is made to bring students up to the requisite standards. This makes teaching and learning a pleasurable experience.
CO-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

Co-curricular activities are the true and practical experiences received by students. To a greater extent, the theoretical knowledge gets strengthened when a relevant co-curricular activity is organized related to the content taught in the classroom. Intellectual aspects of personality are solely accomplished by Classroom, while aesthetic development, character building, spiritual growth, physical growth, moral values, creativity are supported by co-curricular activities. Frankness and clarity in language and personality is supported by these activities. It helps to develop co-ordination, adjustment, speech fluency, extempore expressions, etc. among students both at the UG as well as PG levels.

INDUSTRIAL VISITS

Another vital ingredient of HIMT philosophy of excellence in studies is industrial visits. Industrial visits provide an interface between educational and organizational environment and help the students in understanding the practical aspects of what they study in classrooms. The students of MBA and MCA programmes visit industrial units to understand how management concepts and IT skills are applied in real situations. This helps them to acquire application-oriented learning. Industrial visits are also organized for undergraduate programmes.

GUEST LECTURES

This is another dynamic aspect of HIMT, Management and Information Technology programmes. Guest lectures are organized to supplement the theoretical knowledge of students with practical aspects of Management and Information Technology by experienced professionals, coming from reputed organizations. Executives and eminent personalities from the corporate world are invited to the Institute regularly for interaction with students on relevant topics and pragmatic aspects of Management and Information Technology. Such interactions enrich students by exposing them to the experiences of the industry.
FOUNDATION DAY
The Institute organizes a one-week festival “OORJA” every year. Students representing various institutions participate in various cultural, educational and competitive events organized on Foundation Day. The festival is planned and organized by the students of the Institute under the able guidance of the faculty.

ORIENTATION PROGRAM
On the very first day, an orientation programme for new students is organized to acquaint them with the college culture. The Chairman, Director General, HODs and Faculty members speak about the future prospects of various courses and encourage the students.

FRESHERS’ AND FAREWELL PARTY
The Freshers’ Party and Farewell Party are annual events at HIMT. Many interesting and cultural activities are included as individual and group performances by the students. Many competitions are held for dancing, singing and mimicry. On the whole, the Freshers’ Party and Farewell Party are well attended and appreciated students’ activities.

RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT
To continuously strive for excellence of global standards in teaching and research activities. Thus HIMT provides students and faculty members the facility of Research & Development to grow their full potential.

INSTITUTE’S MAGAZINE
The students, faculty members and staff of the Institute get ample opportunities for creative writing through “The HIMT PARADIGM”, the magazine published by the Institute every year.

ALUMNI MEET
The Institute has the tradition to stay in touch with former students. The Alumni association has been formed and an annual meet of former students takes place every year in order to facilitate constant interaction with their Alma Mater. This networking event not only allows ex-students to once again connect with their batchmates and seniors but through the sequence of events also gives opportunities to the current batches to meet executives who were their seniors.
EXTRA CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

First and foremost, skills learned through co/extra-curricular activities can often be applied to academics, and vice versa. These activities can also work as a guiding force in the development of leadership and communication skills, creativity, decision-making and co-operation, service to the community, learning time management, organization skills and commitment, stress relief, developing social skills and self-esteem, discovering new talents, and enhancing students’ overall personality. Extra-curricular activities are just as important as academics. They both complement each other to develop a well-rounded student with more social skills than one who only concentrates on their books. Education should go beyond the four classroom walls; it should be more than just books.

HIMT believes in the all-round development of its students. The Institute believes in bringing out the potential talent by providing them the right kind of environment and opportunities. The Institute regularly organizes Seminars, Group Discussions, Quizzes, Cultural Programmes, Sports etc. which provide a platform to the students to demonstrate and hone their skills.

EXCURSION TOUR

The Institute sends its students on an excursion tour every year. The students learn leadership skills, team building, goal setting, attainment of objectives, time management etc. through practical exposure on the tour. The faculty members accompany the group.

SPRIESTA

SPRIESTA is an annual Sport-Cultural fest of our Institution, which provides a perfect platform to explore the creativity of young hearts apart from their overall personality development. The “Spriesta” which means Spring +Fiesta= Spriesta, is an event being celebrated in spring season. The “Spriesta” has now become the buzz-word for HIMT and has glorious track of showcasing brilliant performance of participants from within as well as from outside.

BLOOD DONATION CAMP

The Institute takes due care to cultivate feelings for humanity in its pupils. Blood Donation Camps are jointly organized at the institute campus.

SOCIAL ACTIVITIES

The Institute regularly organizes various social activities. Celebrations like “Independence Day” and “Republic Day” are conducted by students, faculty and staff members with patriotic zeal. Sports Competitions, Quizzes, Antakshari, blood donation camp etc. are some of the regular co-curricular activities of the Institute.

BLOOD DONATION CAMP

The Institute takes due care to cultivate feelings for humanity in its pupils. Blood Donation Camps are jointly organized at the institute campus.
Hi I am Rujuthai, belong to a small place in Assam. I always wanted to study in a convent or in English medium school, but never had a chance as the economic condition of my family was very poor. So I studied in bodo medium up to 10th and then joined Commerce College. I had a dream to work in a large corporate at a decent salary so that my family could come out of the pathetically poor financial condition. But my dream was soon shattered as my father died all of a sudden at a very young age. Now, what to do! – I cried and all I had with me were my tears and an uncertain future. Someone told me “Ruju, don’t you worry- everything will be alright- have faith in the God” – and I looked around – Where is the God” – I cried again.

My luck smiled at me in 2015. HIMT was conducting a scholarship test in my college – I took that exam – and look at me – where I am today. I am working with HCL, a reputed MNC.

Thank You HIMT

Rujuthai Basumatary
PGDM

The Institute provides various scholarships and concessions in fees to encourage and reward the merit of the students. The Institute has the provision of granting cash rewards to its meritorious students.

Various other Scholarship Schemes are made available by the Social Welfare Dept. as per norms laid down by the Govt. of India specially to SC/ST/OBC/GEN category of students.

A) 20% concession in Tuition Fee to the students having 75% and above marks in the qualifying University Examination. The Institute sanctions several concessions to students seeking admission in PGDM, MBA, MCA and B. Pharmacy courses.

B) 10% concession in Tuition Fee to the students having 65% to 75% marks in the qualifying University Examination.

C) Recently a New Scheme is introduced to encourage the girls from the rural areas to pursue their higher studies. Under this scheme, any girl candidate who passed her 10+2 examination from rural areas Schools/Colleges securing more than 60% marks is eligible for 50% tuition fee waiver.

An opportunity is provided to our students to excel in every field including sports, games, quizzes and competitions at State and National levels. It is a matter of great pride that our students have won a number of shields, cups, mementos and certificates of honour in such events. In order to motivate the staff to render all possible assistance to our students in all chosen activities, HIMT has instituted various awards and rewards for them.
With the aim of fetching lucrative placement for all the students, a dedicated placement cell headed by senior HR Personnel has been set up. HIMT strongly believes that it is our prime responsibility to make sure that all the students get placed in reputed organisations. Training & Placement Cell is equipped with appropriate infrastructure to execute the placement process. Arrangements for Pre-Placements talks, written tests, group discussions, interviews etc are handled by the staff at the office in coordination with the respective departments.

Training and Placement Cell keep a liaison with the potential industries and provide necessary guidance to the students. The Cell facilitates arranging on-campus placements of students in various industries, makes arrangements for students to participate in off-campus drives organized at various institutions/industries. The cell provides assistance in arranging training of students in concerned companies, which helps them in getting placements towards the completion of their courses.

The Training & Placement Cell also arranges, workshop from professionals to improve soft skills of the students. The objective of the programme is to build self-confidence, enhance self-esteem and improve overall personality of the participants. About 120 - 150 companies visit the campus every year. We truly appreciate the faith bestowed on us from several organizations and we look forward to continue our relationship with them.

Dr. Priyanka Girdhar
Training & Placement Officer

Dr. Priyanka is an HR professional with more than decade of progressive and proven leadership experience in academic and corporate world. She has completed her Ph.D. from Banasthali University titled 'organisational role stress amongst dual career couples' and MBA with specialization in HR from GJU S&T, Hisar. She has a strong interpersonal relationship skill with vast exposure of conducting various training sessions with experienced career advisors.
I am thankful to my teachers and express good wishes to all the students of current batch. I feel the kind of exposure we got from our Institute was phenomenal.

I had an extended learning experience beyond the classroom, through academic & cultural activities & we had ample opportunities to learn & grow personally as well as professionally. Campus life at HIMT Group of Institutions provided resources and academic tools needed to adjust to college life and ensure a valuable and memorable life experience.

I have seen in myself a tremendous change and realize my strengths. I thank all faculty members for guiding me continuously and ensuring that I become a good pharma professional.

The training I received from HIMT was not only professional and precise. It was also technically superior. The faculty were excellent and as eager as ever to train us thoroughly in all the aspects. All in all it was great experience and one that I would be ready to undergo any time again.

The whole purpose of HIMT education is to turn mirrors into windows. It’s truly a bliss to be part of such a prestigious institution.

Joining HIMT Group was an impulsive decision taken by me just seeing the brand HIMT Group and it has proven to be a good one. It’s truly a biss to be part of such a prestigious institution.

I like to take this opportunity to say special thanks to all the members of HIMT. HIMT is the only place where I have learned and now in a Skill-actualisation mode to help Young India. The most important thing I learnt in HIMT is that never lose self-confidence. The opportunities provided here really helped me to discover my capabilities. The soft skills learnt here have helped me a lot. People from diverse backgrounds have contributed to my acceptability of different cultures. The faculty had very sound industry experience. This helped us in gaining real time insight about the business world. They were outstanding and more like mentors than teachers. The whole purpose of HIMT education is to turn mirrors into windows.

I would like to take this opportunity to say special thanks to all the members of HIMT. HIMT is the only place where Education is not a Business. Talent is nurtured by the Great Professors, who have devoted their lives to Corporate and Socialization. In the end I would just conclude by saying that HIMT taught me that where the world is run, for the asking.
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1. Candidates should apply on the prescribed Application Form in their own handwriting correctly. If any information provided in the Application Form is found to be incorrect at any stage, the admission to the course shall automatically stand cancelled.
2. Candidates appearing in the final year of qualifying examination for respective course can also apply for the course of their choice.
3. Admission of students against reserved category shall be as per criteria laid down by the concerned University/U.P. Govt. The relative merits of students in their category will be determined within the category only.
4. Students who apply against reserved category seats should carefully indicate their claim (along with documentary proof) for the reserved category in the Admission Form. No change will be permitted at a later stage.
5. Seats left vacant in any reserved category, owing to non-availability of eligible candidates, will be filled up from the eligible students belonging to General category on merit.
6. Admission against Management quota seats will be filled-up directly by the Institute on the basis of Inter-se-merit.
7. Regarding any interpretation of rules/criteria, decisions of the Institute shall be final and binding.
8. The Director General shall have the right to reject the candidature of any student without assigning any reason.
9. Admission Committee’s decision regarding the merit of a student shall be final. The decision of the committee regarding admission or otherwise to a student shall be final and binding.
10. Candidate shall abide by the rules and regulations of the Institute.
11. Candidate will have to give an undertaking that he/she was never disqualified by any Board/University for misconduct or any other offence.
12. Candidate will have an undertaking that he/she will neither indulge in ragging nor help anyone to do so.
13. Parents of the candidate will have to furnish an undertaking that the candidate is seeking admission to the Institute with their express permission and they will bear all the expenses for the said course.
14. Student will be required to maintain minimum attendance of 75% of delivered lectures in each paper and laboratory classes which will constitute the basic eligibility for each semester examination as per the Institute's rules. However, some of the shortage in attendance in case of students representing the Institute in extra-curricular and youth activities with prior permission of the Director General can be considered as due leave for the period student participated in such activities.
15. Similarly, in case of serious illness, the Director General is empowered to condone the shortage in attendance up to 10% of the classes held during the illness, provided the student submits an authorized medical certificate immediately after illness.
16. Documents that are required to be attached by the applicant:
   - Application Form duly filled in, signed and countersigned by parent.
   - Admission fee in cash/bank draft in favour of the Harlal Institute of Management & Technology payable at Noida.
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